ODISHA NURSES AND MIDWIVES EXAMINATION BOARD
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CPCH-EXAMINATION
All the Training Institutions conducting CPCH- Training Course are advised to follow the
following guidelines during the CPCH Theory and Practical (Board) examinations.
1)

2)
3)
4)

5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

14)
15)
16)
17)

The question paper and OMR Sheets packets need to be opened in the presence of
Centre Supdt. / Principal Tutor with minimum 2 Teaching Staffs / Trainers / NRHM
representative with their initials on the envelopes with date and time, which need to be
kept for official records.
The Question and OMR packet will be opened within 10 minutes to start the
examination.
Each candidate need to be handed over one OMR sheet only.
Distribute the OMR sheet 5 minute in advance, so that candidates can have a thorough
understanding to the instructions written on OMR Sheets and how to blacken the circle
against the answer options.
Each OMR Sheet contains the Main OMR Sheet (Pink Colour) with an Auto Carbon
OMR Sheet (Light Blue colour)
Advise the candidates not to do any scratch on the OMR sheet like rubbing finger tips
etc on OMR sheet, as it will be copied on the duplicate Carbonless OMR Sheet.
Advise the Candidates to read instructions before blackening the circle against the
answer options.
Ask the candidates to write Student ID, Exam Centre Name, District (Trg Centre / exam
centre) in Pen (No option for blackening the circle)
Ask the candidate to blackening the circles against the digits Roll No, Exam Year,
Exam Session, Exam Paper after writing the digits in respective boxes in pen.
Invigilators need to sign within the box provided below the OMR Sheet (left side)
Candidate need to sign in the box mentioned as Candidates Signature (right side)
A Small Centre seal (preferably Round seal) need to be stamped against the space
mentioned for the purpose.
After the Exam is over, collect the OMR sheet, Tear the duplicate Carbon less copy
(see top of OMR sheet to tear off) and hand over the duplicate copy (light blue one) to
the candidate.
After the Exam is over, compile all Original (1st copy) of OMR Sheets in an envelope
and seal it, sign it as per the instructions -1 and handover to ONMEB , as decided.
If any OMR Sheets remained un utilized, also send it back to the ONMEB office (As 05
nos. extra OMR Sheets given to each centre).
In worst cases, if any candidate, has made mistakes , or the OMR Sheet is found to be
not suitable for exam purpose, one extra OMR sheet can be supplied to the candidate.
Please refer to the sample OMR Sheet attached with this letter for better appreciation
before giving instructions to the candidates.

By the Order of Chairman, ONMEB
Secretary, ONMEB

